
It’s right after _______________ when I finally arrive at the mountain range. The sky is getting darker 

and the mountain seems to be _______________ smoke.

I start my _______________ climb up the mountain, wondering to myself what 

_______________ I might encounter on my way to the top and the Cave of Armor.

As I encounter the forest of thick _______________ I notice tons of spider webs. As I try to dodge a 

large one, I run into a smaller web and feel a burning sensation! I have to avoid touching these webs…  

Do I have any tools that might help? I find a _______________ in my pack and wave the burning webs 

away, creating a clear path.

Now that I made it through the spiders in the forest, I find myself _______________ up the mountain 

than I thought. As I come to a clearing, I see a _______________ . I stop and get a drink of cold clean 

water. When I look up, I’m eye to eye with a mountain troll! Really, I think to myself. First spiders, now trolls! 

I’m so _______________ from dodging spider webs, I _______________ over in exhaustion.

A funny thing happens — the troll sits down! It’s a nice troll that can help me on my quest for armor.

My new troll friend helps me find the _______________  route up the mountain and directs me to the 

cave at the top. The mountain is belching more smoke and it seems much _______________ now.  

As I enter the cave, I know why… The mountain is a volcano! At the center of a huge 

_______________ of lava is the armor. How am I going to get across? Suddenly the mountain starts to 

_______________ . The volcano is getting ready to erupt!

I take a deep breath and _______________, and keep _______________! I finally make it to 

the center. As I finish putting on the armor, the mountain explodes, shooting me out the top! Lucky for me 

the armor keeps me safe as I land at the bottom of the mountain range. I’ve completed my mission and am 

ready for my next quest.
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